WHY MEGACOMFORT INSOLES?

- Ergonomically designed by Doctor of Podiatric Medicine, Dr. Kevan Orvitz
- Patented Dual Layer 100% Memory Foam
- The Original Anti-Fatigue Technology
- Over 15 years of Research and Development
- Ongoing field tests show on average a 35% reduction in pain*

INSTRUCTION OF USE

GETTING THE RIGHT FIT?

1. Remove existing insole from footwear (if possible).
2. Check size, and IF NECESSARY, trim insoles for a better fit.
3. Place MEGAComfort insole into footwear, YELLOW SIDE DOWN.

CLEANING YOUR INSOLES?
All insoles are machine washable and dryable. Including the MultiThotic Plastic attachments. Recommended - wash on a monthly basis

HOW LONG DOES IT LAST?
On average about 6-9 months. However, some individuals will wear the insoles quicker than others based on body weight, activity and perspiration level

CHECK BEFORE CHOOSING THE RIGHT MEGACOMFORT INSOLE

- Arch Type
- Thick Socks
- Non-Removable Insole
- Different style of footwear – Steel-Toe, Casual Dress Shoes

Personal Anti-Fatigue Mat™
Industrial - Safety & Steel-Toe Footwear
Arch Type: Medium, High

Personal Anti-Fatigue Mat™ ESD
Anti-Static Footwear Only
Arch Type: Medium, High

MegaSole™
Casual & Work Footwear
Arch Type: Low, Medium, High

MultiThotic™
All Footwear
Arch Type: Mild Flat Feet

PAM Puncture-Resistant
Industrial & Construction
Arch Type: Medium, High

ANTI-FATIGUE MATTING IN YOUR BOOTS™
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